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MEASURABLES FOR YOUR TEAM

Depending  on  your  team’s  level,  what  do  you  want  them  to  accomplish  by  the  end  of  
the year: 

X Individual skills

X Team skills

X Team concepts

X All parts of the field- attack, defense, transition A, transition D, man up/man down 
situations

*Plan out your practices!

*Don’t  forget  your  goalies!

*Work on draws and 8 meters every practice if you can!



BASIC SKILLS
X Holding the Stick

X Cradling- different levels

X Throwing

X Catching

Things to keep in mind at practice:

X #1- Always start drills working the non-
dominant hand first

X #2- Stationary stickwork should always be 
followed by work on the move

X #3- Add defensive pressure when possible  

Stationary Stick Skills: Emphasize arms away 
from the body

X 1-handed underhand

X Quick Sticks

X Catch-Switch-Pass

X Cradling routine-small cradle, big cradle, 
weakside pull, low and high pulls

X Short stick throwing, catching, cradling

X Partner Protection Drill

X Self tosses-high to practice draw controls 
and catching bad passes

Stick Skills on the Move:

X Sliding 5-10 yards apart

X 3-Person Sideline drill

X Cross Field Back pedal 

X Full field zig zag

X 3 lines at the 50



DIAGNOSING/TREATING BAD HABITS
X Cradling with thumb off the stick: Stick should be held in the knuckles of the hand, close the fingers on the side, 

and keep the thumb on the side; not too tight and not too loose

X Cradling with elbow attached to body: Both elbows should be away from the body, similar to when running and 
pumping arms; another cradle is similar to a water polo motion

X “Stabbing”  self  with  the  bottom  of  the  stick  when  switching  hands:  Keep the stick up right and pass between top 
hands; the bottom of the stick should be in line vertically with the head of the stick, not horizontally

X Throwing from the shoulder: Tell players to remember that the stick should be UP and OFF the shoulder when 
throwing, and the bottom hand should be up as well

X “Stabbing”  self  in  the  armpit  on  throw:  Follow through should end with both hands on the other side of body; Pull 
the bottom hand forward and then down/across; Top hand follows the lead of the bottom hand and wrist snaps on 
the follow through 

X Passes going straight down: Bottom hand needs to go more forward first; usually the player is pulling straight 
down when this is happening

X Passes going too high: Not enough snap on the follow through with the top hand; look at what the top hand/arm 
is  doing  to  see  if  it’s  wrist  or  arm

X Trouble with catching- ball bouncing out, ball going straight over, bucket catches, etc: For catching, start with a 
target  out  in  front  of  the  body  and  a  little  to  the  side  so  that  a  miss  doesn’t  hit  the  girl  in  the  face;  the  job  of  the  top  
hand  is  to  get  the  head  of  the  stick  behind  the  ball,  and  the  bottom  hand’s  job  is  to  keep  it  in  the  stick;  player  
should push the bottom hand out away from the body according to how fast the ball is coming at them and how 
fast she is running towards the ball

X Defenders pointing their sticks in the attackers face: Defenders should keep their bottom hands out and firm, and 
they  should  be  more  focused  on  the  ball  carrier’s  hips  rather  than  her  stick;  if  the  bottom  hand  can  stay  firm,  then  
the  stick  won’t  go  towards  the  attackers  head  when  the  attacker  initiates  contact;  if  the  attacker  is  charging  it  will  
be  easier  to  tell  if  the  defender’s  stick  is  kept  up  right.  



LINGO AND DEFINITIONS
X Adjacents= Term used for players next to the ball either on offense or defense

X Balance= Term on offense for having even numbers spread around the attacking area, usually 2 behind 
and 5 up top. There must always be 1 behind.  

X Crash= Term for when Defense needs to collapse onto the person with the ball in the middle of the 8 
meter area.  This can be either when there is a feed or a drive into the 8m.

X Flash= Term for when off ball defenders need to check into the 8 meter, but not go all the way to the 
double team- a  partial  or  fake  “crash”.    Players  next  to  the  ball  should  always  be  doing  this  to  help  deter  
a drive. 

X Goal side= When defensive player is between her attacker and the goal she is defending

X Pinch in= When an adjacent attacker moves a step or 2 towards the goal and her defender before she 
pops out to receive a pass. This helps to make sure the player receives on the move. 

X Pop out= When an attacker is next to ball and she cuts away from the goal and her defender in order to 
receive a pass. She needs to do this with her outside hand. A player who is being doubled needs the pop-
out to sprint to get open. 

X Re-defending= Playing defense in the attacking and midfield thirds to try to get the ball back before it 
gets into the defensive end.  

X Triangle= The shape a defender needs to try to maintain in order to see both ball and girl.  The ball is one 
point, the player she is marking is the other point, and the defender is the 3rd point of the triangle.



PRACTICE TOOLS AND TRICKS
Dry erase board:

X Draw out the positions for the players and even have them line up so that everyone understands the roles of each 
position.  

X Positions can just be called attack, midfield, and defense- no need for left d-wing, right d-wing, etc. 

X Explain the rules about the crease and the 8 meter (Running through the crease, 3 seconds, shooting space)

Beach balls:

X Make players play on ball defense while hugging a beach ball so that they keep their arms out and firm. 

Marbles: 

X If a player is gripping her stick too tightly, have her put a marble in her top hand so it makes her keep some space 
from the stick, and get more flexibility with her ball handling. 

Long strings:

X Take a long piece of string or rope and connect a defender with her attacker, the ball, and herself in order to show 
her  what  we  mean  by  “Triangle”  off  ball.  

X *Can also use string to help goalies understand their angles depending on where a shooter is in the 8meter.  

Tennis balls: 

X Can use with a goalie to work on hand-eye coordination.  If you have a tennis racket, you can hit the balls at her one 
after the other and make her get her hands there quickly. 

Bean Bags/Soccer Balls: 

X If  the  kids  can’t  execute  catching  and  throwing  when  you  are  trying  to  teach  a  concept,  take  the  sticks  out  of  it  and  
have them toss bean bags to each other.  This is good for midfield/clearing drills, and even just teaching the basics of 
offense.  



DEFENSE
X 1v1  “On-Ball”  Defense

X 1v1s on the crease (w/o ball, then with)

X 1v1s from up top (start with a pass, so the D can work on breakdown steps)

X 1v1 Pressure Behind on ball (advanced/High School players)

X 1v1  “Off-Ball”  Defense

X Triangle shuffle around the 8m

X Hammer Drill/World Cup Drill

X Individual Midfield Battles

X Post Drill with A/D

X Approach and Contact 

X Midfield ride drill (do in partners first, then in a 20x20 box)

X DAD Drill for double teams



MORE DEFENSIVE DRILLS

Flashing and Crashing

X Crashing Cone Drill

Even Number Defense

X 4v4 or 5v5 in half the attacking 
area

X 5v5 8meter Competitions

Closing Double teams and Sliding

X Drive/Double Drill

X 3v4 Double Team Drill

Defending picks

X Hammer Drill 2v2 OR 3v3
Man down situations

X 4v3 box

X West Coast Drill

X 3v2s from behind
Midfield D/Re-defending

X Keep away between the 30s

X Two goals on the 30s

X Janine’s  Drill

X Stop the Runner

X 7v7 from cones in the mid



MIDFIELD WORK: DRAWS, POSSESSION 
GAMES, NUMBERS UP/DOWN SITUATIONS

X Keepaway with adding D

X 3 Pass Add

X Draw for your Life

X 1v1v1

X 4v3 Continuous

X 3v2 from the 12

X Fireball

X High tosses/Selfie GBs



CLEARS
X Defensive jobs- box with 2 low, 2 high by restraining line

X Midfielders’  jobs- get out of the defensive end and look for the 2nd/3rd/4th passes 
downfield

X Attackers’  jobs- in a diamond or square shape above the restraining line- cutting to 
the ball working with each other, talking to the players breaking out

*Patterns

*Clump Drills

*Up, Up, Over



ATTACKING TRANSITION: QUICK HITTERS 

X Slow Break, Second break...we call them QUICK HITTERS!

X Continue every transition by keeping the ball moving and changing points of attack. 

X Even if you need to control the tempo, keep the defense on their toes.

X You can score goals this way or you can tire out the D and POSSESS!



ATTACK

X Know your personnel. Identify your crease drivers, your drivers who need more 
space (from the top), your cutters, your feeders, etc.

X Instead of having everyone learn every spot, have players learn zones.

X For motions and scoring plays, the girls can learn 1-3 spots instead of 7.

X Crease 2v2

X Crease 3v3

X Drive/Double Drill

X 3v3 in half the 12m, add on 3v3 in the other half (divided vertically)

X 7v7 with 12m divided horizontally- 3 low, 4 high

X Shooting drills-do shooting drills that are parts of your plays so that they get the 
timing down as well as the skills to finish!



GOALIES, DRAWS, 8 METERS
The things we want to do at every practice:

Goalies- have a consistent warmup procedure for the goalies

X No stick, field player stick, then goalie stick

X Walk/jog the crease to make the GK practice angles

X Shoot from different places in the 8 meter

Draws- have the 4-6 people who do them stay for 5 extra minutes to get reps in

X With partner- No ball, then ball

X Against a strong pressure opponent, against a no/light pressure opponent, 
different follow through, pull, push (dif techniques)

8 Meters- everyone on the team should try at least one every practice

X Emphasize angle, running in, and faking on attack

X Emphasize angle, talk, reach and feet moving on D 
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